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Abstract: Tactile robots can perform complex interaction skills, e.g., polishing. Such robots should
therefore be designed to be adaptive to environmental uncertainties such as changing geometry and
contact-loss. To address this, we propose a tactile exploration technique to observe the local curvatures
of the physical constraints such as corners, edges, etc. for updating predefined tactile skill policies
accordingly. First, we develop a unified force-impedance control approach in which the force controller
significantly improves the geometry following performance due to the ensured contact. Second, we use
the proposed controller to autonomously investigate the unknown environment via the local curvature
observer, designed to be a dynamic process. Finally, the exploration performance of the proposed
controller is demonstrated by using a polishing skill on an unknown 3D surface, where the robot is
observed to autonomously investigate the unknown surface from top to bottom along the edges and
corners.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Robotic systems have been deployed in human sectors such as
manufacturing, production, and service since the introduction
of industrial robots. Such human sectors involve complex inter-
action tasks that must be executed in dynamic and unstructured
environments. Traditional position-controlled industrial robots
lack these adaptable and versatile characteristics. While new
generation torque-controlled robots, as discussed by Hirzinger
et al. (2001), provide the option of compliant behaviors via ad-
mittance control in Shahriari et al. (2017), impedance control in
Hogan (1984), or force control in Khatib (1987). Additionally,
Kirschner et al. (2021) demonstrated that the type of robot and
controller are key factors in interaction skill performance.

Haddadin et al. (2019) discusses extensively the key to the
use of tactile robots for performing complex interaction skills
such as polishing is to utilize their ability of the recognition
of touch. Preferably, as argued by Karacan et al. (2022), the
human operator should give the archetypical solution to such
robots, along with the desired tactile actions such as force and
motion policies. Using polishing as an example, the human
operator instructs the robot to polish a scratch on a surface with
a desired force. However, the robot should be programmed to
be adaptive to environmental uncertainties such as contact loss,
which can damage the robot or the surrounding environment
during applying force.

The state-of-the-art in tactile robot programming, on the other
hand, still demands a fairly accurate model of the environ-
ment. Furthermore, not only is the task becoming more com-
plex, but transferring it to a different environment demands
re-programming and, as a result, expert knowledge, as shown
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Fig. 1. Tactile exploration via local curvature observer. The
robot follows a desired Cartesian motion while constantly
applying a desired force in the z-direction. When the robot
encounters an edge of the table (a 90-degree cliff), it
rotates and adapts itself. If the contact is completely lost,
the robot stops the force controller.

in Johannsmeier et al. (2019). Hence, new solutions to ease
the (re-)programming of tactile tasks must be developed for
increased flexibility and adaptation in tactile robot capabilities,
see the study of Haddadin et al. (2022). To address the afore-
mentioned problems, tactile exploration is a useful approach to



investigate the unknown environment. Haddadin et al. (2010)
and Haddadin et al. (2011) previously studied tactile explo-
ration by leveraging novel collision avoidance algorithms and
achieved preliminary results.

In this work, we develop an advanced tactile exploration strat-
egy based on unified force-impedance control. Our novel ex-
ploration strategy investigates unknown environments via local
curvature observer in real-time manner, designed to be a dy-
namic process (see Fig. 1). First, we develop a unified force-
impedance control approach that allows the robot to adjust
its impedance parameters to the environment. Here, the force
controller is crucial as it significantly increases the geometry
following performance due to the ensured contact. Second, we
use the proposed controller to investigate autonomously the en-
vironment by observing the local curvatures. Finally, the tactile
exploration performance of the controller is proven by using
a polishing skill on an unknown 3D surfaces. The proposed
method is used to polish a table from the top surface to its edges
and finally to the bottom surface without knowing the model of
the environment.

The rest of the paper is presented as follows. Section 2 discusses
the related literature, and Sec. 3 introduces our novel unified
force-impedance control-based tactile exploration strategy and
the local curvature observer for tactile skills. The experimental
protocol and the corresponding results are demonstrated in
Sec. 4 and Sec. 5. Lastly, Sec. 6 finalizes the paper.

2. RELATED LITERATURE

Robotic tactile skills such as polishing, filing, and grinding
need accurate control of interaction to the end-effector. Namely,
force and motion policies should be combined to develop
tactile skills. Hence, robotic systems need to develop complex
perceptuo-motor abilities to handle such skills, as studied in
Pastor et al. (2011). Furthermore, Hogan (1984) shows that
position control is insufficient to realize such tactile skills and
alternative control strategies should be considered, such as e.g.,
force control in Khatib (1987), using admittance control in
Shahriari et al. (2017), and even unified methods in Schindlbeck
and Haddadin (2015).

Additionally, numerous works have taken into account force
control, validating the suggested controllers using constant
force values or as thresholds or limitations, as discussed in
Ficuciello et al. (2015); Kulakov et al. (2015); Ott et al. (2015);
He et al. (2016). The robots must, however, be smart enough to
operate autonomously in uncertain environments and complete
required tasks when faced with perception uncertainties, shown
in Pastor et al. (2012); Kramberger et al. (2016).

To attain a more human-like response for the contact at the end-
effector, adaptive adjustment of the impedance parameters is
helpful in many applications such as Yang et al. (2011). The
Wavelet Neural Network has been applied by Hamedani et al.
(2021) to integrate compliant force tracking on the unknown
geometry.

Force information and historical position from the end-effector
is used to predict shape profile in Qian et al. (2019). In an-
other study, Lepora and Lloyd (2020) developed new tactile
capabilities with the soft tactile sensors and neural networks in-
clude using a pose-based servo control, where a tactile fingertip
mounted on a robot arm slides delicately over unknown com-
plex 3D objects. There exist other exploration approaches such

as using mechanics in Balatti et al. (2020), learning (offline) in
Simonič et al. (2019), and control theory in Kato et al. (2022).

In this paper, we propose a unified force-impedance control-
based tactile exploration technique to observe the local curva-
tures of the physical constraints to understand corners, edges,
etc., for updating the predefined tactile skill policies accord-
ingly. First, we develop a unified force-impedance control ap-
proach that allows the robot to adjust its impedance parameters
to the unknown environment. Using force control, in particular,
makes exploration easier as the contact is ensured during the
process. Second, we propose a dynamic process to observe the
local curvature of the environment, and use it to align the tool
while exploring the corresponding contact surface. Finally, the
exploration performance of the controller is demonstrated by
using a polishing skill on an unknown 3D surfaces.

3. METHODOLOGY

A robot expert establishes a tactile skill library relying on intu-
itive estimation of the physical constraints of the environment.
Using the polishing skill as an instance, the robot expert trains
the robot with certain tactile action policies, including the mo-
tion and force profiles. Yet, carrying out of the desired task, the
robot should have the autonomy to adjust those intended tactile
action policies to the entirely or partially unknown environ-
ment. Even if the robot has an external sensing capability, such
as a camera, it may still operate within tolerance, particularly
under a fairly cluttered environment. Hence, the tactile skills
should be developed to allow the robot to adjust the appropriate
tactile skills to the surroundings with as little interference from
outside as possible.

Considering the fact that the robot runs a tactile skill defined for
certain conditions, changes in the geometry could be inferred
from the local curvature. Here, we use an exploration strategy to
investigate the physical constraints of the environment such as
corners and edges via local curvature observer. The exploration
strategy utilizes adaptive-stiffness of the impedance controller
as well as the robust contact via force controller, see Fig.2.
Additionally, the recorded geometry information of the physical
constraint might further be used to generate motion and force
profiles for a new surface.

3.1 Preliminaries

The dynamics equation for a robot with n-DOF in Cartesian
space is

MC(q)ẍ+CC(q, q̇)ẋ+ fg(q) = fin + fext , (1)

where x, ẋ ∈ R
6 are the Cartesian pose and twist. The external

wrench on the robot is fext ∈ R
6. MC(q), CC(q, q̇) ∈

R
6×6 , and fg(q) are the robot mass matrix, the Coriolis and

centrifugal matrix, and the gravity vector in Cartesian space,
respectively. Additionally, fin is the input wrench in Cartesian
space and relates to the joint torques via robot’s Jacobian matrix
J ∈ R

6×n τin ∈ R
n by τin = JT (q)fin.

3.2 Controller Design

The proposed control law for exploration is extended from
unified force-impedance control by Schindlbeck and Haddadin
(2015) with four main components:

I) tracking the desired Cartesian pose xd with the impedance
controller,
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Fig. 2. Block diagram for unified force-impedance control-based local curvature observer for tactile exploration architecture. The
predefined tactile skills are adjusted to the unknown environment by using force shaping ρfrc and exploration blocks. The
state switching is handled via ρobs.

II) exploring the transformation matrix T 0
ee,

III) following the commanded force fd, and
IV) gravity compensation τg .

The input torque τin ∈ R
n is:

τin = τimp + τfrc + τg , (2)

where τimp, τfrc, and τg ∈ R
n are the input torques with respect

to (i) impedance control (ii) force control and (iii) gravity
compensation.

Impedance Control In order to establish a desired Cartesian
impedance behavior at the tool, the following control law is
defined

τimp = JT (q)(KC x̃+DC
˙̃x+MC(q)ẍd +CC(q, q̇)ẋd),

x̃ = xd − x, (3)

where x ∈ R
6 is the actual pose and the pose error is x̃.

Moreover, KC ,DC ∈ R
6×6 are time-varying stiffness and

damping matrices, respectively. The desired Cartesian inertia
is assumed to be the actual robot inertia in Cartesian space.

Force Control To control the desired force at the end effector
f ee
d ∈ R

6 w.r.t the external force f ee
ext ∈ R

6, we design the
controller as follows,

τfrc = ρfrcJ(q)
T

ï
[RO

ee]3×3 03×3

03×3 [RO
ee]3×3

ò
f ee
frc, (4)

f ee
frc = f ee

d +Kp f̃
ee
ext +Ki

∫
f̃ ee
ext dt+Kd

˙̃
f ee
ext , (5)

f̃ ee
ext = f ee

d + f ee
ext, (6)

where f ee
frc ∈ R

6 is a feedback force controller output with
the diagonal matrices of the PID gains Kp,Ki,Kd ∈ R

6×6.
Furthermore, force shaping function ρfrc decides to activate or
deactivate the force controller based on certain conditions.

Force Shaping Function In unified force-impedance control,
if the pose error in any direction is beyond the predefined
threshold for a direction δfrc, for example, due to the envi-
ronment change, the shaping function presents the contact-
loss behavior and starts the force shaping function ρfrc, which

degrades the effect of the force controller. In order to ensure
a smooth transition, instead of a chattering behavior, ρfrc in-
terpolates in a user defined threshold δfrc. δfrc is the distance
range in which the robot can move safely after the contact-
loss takes place, while still exerting some force in the desired
direction. The magnitude of force is however regulated by the
force shaping function ρfrc. Increasing δfrc also increases the
range of motion in which the robot is allowed to move while
keep applying the force in the desired direction. Consequently,
ρfrc is

ρfrc=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

1 , f ee
d

T x̃ee ≥ 0

0.5(1 + cos(π(
|x̃ee

z |
δfrc

))) , f ee
d

T x̃ee < 0

∧ 0 < |x̃ee
z | ≤ δfrc

0 , else

(7)

Finally, the closed loop equation for the overall system becomes

MC(q)¨̃x+CC(q, q̇) ˙̃x+DC
˙̃x+KC x̃+ ffrc + fext = 0 .

(8)

3.3 Tactile Exploration Strategy

The state machine in Fig. 3 explains the exploration strategy.
Exploration consists of three major states: adaptation, task, and
contact-loss. State adaptation allows the end-effector to adjust
itself to the physical constraints of the environment.

The end effector of the robot is equipped with a tool with certain
dimensions. When the tool is at an angle with the surface, the
external force in z direction f ee

z creates a moment about x and
y-axis Mxy,ee = [Mx,ee My,ee] ∈ R

2. L2 norm of moments
about x and y-axis ||Mxy,ee||2 gives us the length of Mxy,ee.
Thus, local curvature lc is given as fraction of Mxy,ee and f ee

z .
lc greater than the threshold value indicates that the tools need
to be realigned to the surface.

Here, the curvature observer ρobs is computed from a normal-
ized curvature coefficient α

α =
lcthreshold − lc

lcthreshold
, (9)
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Fig. 3. State machine for exploration in simplified form. When
the robot is in exploration state, the rotational stiffness
about x- and y- directions Kr,x and Kr,y is zero. This
allows the robot to follow the unknown geometry while
it moves via the translational stiffness. And the stiffness
matrix of the end-effector is also rotated.

where the curvature observer ρobs is obtained by the dynamics

ρ̇obs =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
min{ρ, 0} , ρobs = 1

ρ , 0 < ρobs < 1, ρobs(0) = 0,

max{ρ, 0} , ρobs = 0

(10)

and ρ is given by

ρ = αρobs + ρmin. (11)

Note that, in order to have an initial increment for the case
ρobs = 0, a small positive constant ρmin has been introduced
into the curvature observer dynamics. It is noteworthy that the
solution for the curvature observer dynamics allows us to have
the behavior for increasing or decreasing exponential function
based on the local curvature and, thus, is used to switch the
between the exploration motion and the task.

The task state computes the new trajectory T 0
ee,traj to follow,

once the contact is re-established. And the robot runs the new
trajectory until the end effector is no longer in contact with
the environment, i.e., lc > lcthreshold meaning ρobs < 1. In
detailed, lc created due to external force fz on the end effector
indicates if the robot is in complete contact with the surface
or not, and therefore is included in the curvature observer
dynamics as a transition parameter between different states
(ρobs =1 or 0).

Algorithm 1 State adaptation and local curvature observer

Input Mx,ee, My,ee, fz , T 0
ee

Output T 0
d

1: Initialization: {p0
traj, R0

traj} = T0
traj,

2: loop:
3: M xy,ee = ||[M x,eeM y,ee]||2.

4: lc =
Mxy,ee

fz
.

5: if ρobs < 1 then
6: R0

d = R0
ee

7: p0
d = p0

traj

8: T 0
d = {p0

traj, R
0
ee}

9: δfrc ← δfrc + δincrement

10: end if
11: goto loop.
12: close;

The state of contact-loss makes sure that no unwanted rapid
motions occur. If ρfrc < ρfrc,threshold, the contact-loss state

stops the robot and prevents unwanted rapid motion that could
endanger the robot and the environment.

State adaptation explained in Alg. 1 tries to minimize the
moment about x and y-axis. This is done by setting zero
rotational stiffness about x and y-axis and at the same time
maintaining the last position where the tool unaligned itself.
The zero stiffness is achieved by setting the desired orientation
around x- and y-axis as current orientation. This can be seen
in line 7,8 and 9 in algorithm state adaptation. Therefore, the
tool is free to move along x- and y-axis while applying force
in desired direction. Moreover, in line 10, the translational

Algorithm 2 State Task and Information Saving

Input Mx,ee, My,ee, fz , T 0
ee

Output T 0
d

1: Initialization: T0
ee,temp = T0

ee,
2: loop:

3: lc =
Mxy,ee

fz
.

4: if ρobs = 1 then
5: T 0

ee,traj = T 0
ee,tempT

ee
d

6: T 0
d = T 0

ee,traj

7: T 0
record = T 0

d

8: end if
9: goto loop.

10: close;

distance range δfrc is incremented by the factor of δincrement

until the end-effector is able to apply the desired force onto
the surface. Furthermore, if the tool attached to the end-effector
is not in the desired contact with the surface, the reaction
force applied by the environment creates a moment about x
and y-axis. The resulting moment due to increase in δfrc, zero
rotational stiffness about x- and y-axis and low stiffness in z
direction causes the robot to move in z-direction and at the same
time adapt itself to always stay normal to the surface until the
end-effector is able to make complete contact with the surface.

State task and information saving in Alg. 2 plans the trajectory
and saves the current position and orientation of the end effec-
tor. This state is only active when the tool is completely aligned
with the surface. The T0

ee,temp is updated only once at the entry of
this state. Finally, the saved data may be used for future motion
and force profile generation.

4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

To evaluate the exploration, adaptation, and control perfor-
mance of our framework for the tactile skills to run under
unknown physical constraints, the experiments are conducted
using a Franka Emika robot for a polishing skill. Polishing
requires the robot applying a desired wrench f ee

d on the sur-
face while tracking a circular motion T ee

d (t) represented by
R = I3×3 and

pee
d (t) = [0.1 sin(0.5t), 0.1 cos(0.5t), 0]T , (12)

f ee
d = [0, 0, 35N, 0, 0, 0]T . (13)

The radius of the tool is 0.06 m and therefore the threshold
value lcthreshold is taken as 0.025 m (see Table 1 for other
parameters used).

The robot follows a trajectory in one direction while constantly
maintaining force in the z-direction. The end-effector is able



Table 1. Parameters used throughout the experi-
ments.

Property Unit Value

Kc N/m diag[1000,1000,10,0,0,70]

ξ Ns/m diag[0.7,0.7,0.7,1,1,1]

lcthreshold m 0.025

Kp,Ki,Kd - 0.5I6×6, 0.5I6×6, 0I6×6

δfrc(0) m [0.05, 0.05, 0.05, 0.05, 0.05, 0.05]

ρfrc,threshold - 0.1

ρmin - 0.001

b)

a)

c)

Fig. 4. Experimental results for polishing the car-door. During
the contact, ρfrc is 1 and regulates the external force.
ρobs decides the state of the robot (exploration or task) to
adapt to the changing geometry. a) Shaping functions ρobs
and ρfrc, b) External force at the end-effector, c) Actual
position x, y, and z w.r.t to the robot base frame.

to maintain the full contact, and it moves until the environ-
ment changes. In the first set of experiments, the robot should
polish a car-door without knowing the geometry of the envi-
ronment. The expected behavior of the robot is that the end-
effector should follow the geometry while polishing it. Second,
the robot should polish a table without geometry information.
Moreover, when the robot encounters an edge of the table (a
90-degree cliff), it should be able to rotate and adapt itself.
The goal is to make sure that the end-effector is always in
full contact and aligned with the surface. Additionally, during
the experiments, the robot’s own internal sensing capabilities
are used to obtain the external force/torque measurements, as
analyzed by Haddadin et al. (2017).

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

It can be seen in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 that when the polishing
tool is not in complete contact with the environment or the
robot starts encountering the cliff, ρfrc starts declining and lc
starts increasing (ρobs decreases to zero), indicating that the tool
needs to be realigned to the surface. Thus, the state is switched
from the desired task (ρobs = 1) to tactile exploration (ρobs =
0). The exploration state is maintained until the polishing tool
is completely aligned to the surface, meaning lc ≤ lcthreshold
and ρobs = 1. After the polishing tool is adapted to the surface

b)

a)

c)

Fig. 5. Experimental results for polishing the table. During
the contact, ρfrc is 1 and regulates the external force.
ρobs decides the state of the robot (exploration or task) to
adapt to the changing geometry. a) Shaping functions ρobs
and ρfrc, b) External force at the end-effector, c) Actual
position x, y, and z w.r.t to the robot base frame.

geometry, the state changes back to the task and the polishing
tool starts moving in the desired trajectory again.

It is noteworthy that, the limitation of this approach is that the
local curvature observer depends on the type of the desired
contact. For instance, the single point contact is unlikely to
be achieved by using our method. Additionally, even though
the robot adapts the parameters of impedance and force con-
trol according to the abrupt changes in the environment, the
controller’s stability still might be compromised, as discussed
by Kronander and Billard (2016). Thus, one might consider
installing virtual energy tanks to stabilize the controller, as
introduced by Shahriari et al. (2022).

6. CONCLUSION

In this study, we develop a tactile exploration strategy based
on unified force-impedance control via local curvature ob-
server to update predefined tactile skill policies by ensuring
the tool and contact surface alignment. First, we design a uni-
fied force-impedance control that allows the robot to adjust
its impedance parameters to the unknown environment. Addi-
tionally, the force controller increases the geometry following
performance owing to the ensured contact. Second, we use the
controller to autonomously observe the local curvature of the
environment, designed as a dynamic process. Finally, the tactile
exploration performance of the controller is shown by using a
polishing skill on the unknown 3D surfaces. As a future work,
we will do feature extraction on the saved geometry information
in order to further generate motion and force profiles for the
new environment.
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